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APPOINTMENT AS REGIONAL EDITOR (ASEAN) FOR INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF CHEMICAL AND BIOCHEMICAL SCIENCES

Referring to the above matter, our Editorial office would like to appoint you to be the Regional Editor (ASEAN) for a period of two years from July 2023 to July 2025 (for volumes 23, 24, 25, 26, 27) for our International Journal of Chemical and Biochemical Sciences (IJCBS). This journal is indexed in Scopus. Your role as Regional Editor (ASEAN) is to coordinate, discuss and review any request from ASEAN university to offer IJCBS in their conference. You also have the authority to discuss any special issue suggestions or requests from the ASEAN University. Once any special issue is approved by IJCBS, it will be displayed online. You need to compile with publication ethics, roles and regulations followed by IJCBS published by International Scientific Organization.

We believe that you as a person having experience in this field will take all necessary steps to make sure the cooperation between IJCBS and ASEAN University successfully. Please keep me updated regarding your corporations and activities regarding publications.

Yours Sincerely,

M. Hanif, Ph.D
Editor In Chief,
International Journal of Chemical and Biochemical Science (IJCBS)
(ISSN: 2226-9614) http://iscientific.org/Journal.html